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Co-Active Leadership  
The Co-Active Leadership model comes from the Coaches Training Institute and is 
designed to describe every role a person can play in a group. At its most basic, Co-
Active Leadership means simply being in action, together. Or perhaps it might be 
more appropriate to say being together, in action. The co represents the relational 
and receptive aspects of our world. The active follows and represents the action-
oriented aspects. 

This model harnesses the possibility of many rather than relying on the power of 
one. This five-dimensional approach recognizes that leadership has to be fluid and 
flexible and that the roles leaders and followers play must shift to suit the situation. 
Co-Active Leadership invites all of us to share our expertise and allows 
collaborative solutions to emerge that would never have been possible otherwise. 

All of the five forms of leadership are valuable, and work together. No role is more 
important than any other, and sharing leadership involves playing different roles at 
different times. Each role contains both positive and shadow forms, and it helps to 
be aware of both of them because everyone is always playing one or more of these 
leadership roles in one form or the other. Think about which roles seem most 
familiar and comfortable to you, and where you can challenge yourself to grow into 
new leadership roles. 

Embodying Co-Active Leadership 
By identifying and clarifying the various roles of leadership that you and others play 
in different contexts, you can empower each other as Co-Active leaders. 

• Notice and become conscious of the leadership role you and others are 
playing at any one time 

• Notice when a certain type of leadership is missing, and naming or 
addressing it 

• Notice the role(s) you are most comfortable with 

• Learn to be more comfortable with playing each of these roles well without 
falling into the shadow of any of them 

• Learn to choose the right role to play at any moment in time 

• Learn to support the role of other leaders in our team from our leadership 
positions knowing that every position in our team is a leadership position  

 

 

 



   

 
 
 
Co-Active Leader Within  
Self-Acceptance and Self-Authority 
This is the foundation, the starting point for every other form of leadership. Co-
Active Leaders Within take responsibility for their world by accepting themselves 
fully (co) and living their lives within integrity in accordance with their personal 
values (active). 

CO: Nourish self-acceptance - Letting go of limiting beliefs 

Active: Clarify your personal values. Discover your life purpose.  

Characteristics: Connected to inner self and integrity: I show up fully, fully aligned, 
making the choice at every moment to be my best self 
Shadow Form: The ego-based self, seeking aggrandizement or avoiding what is 
seen as risk or danger, at the expense of integrity and self-expression. 

Co-Active Leader in Front  
Connection and Direction 
Co-Active Leader from the Front foster connection with the people who are 
following them (co) and stand firmly for a clear direction and purpose (active). 

CO: Encourage courageous conversations. - Demonstrate transparency 

Active: Take a powerful stand for your vision. - Sit down and encourage others to 
take the lead. 

Characteristics: This is “leadership from the front of the room,” leading others—the 
dominant model in our western culture. Has a vision of where we’re going, mapping 
the trail: “I have a plan—follow me.”  

Shadow form: Domination of others, not listening, not collaborating, 
disempowering others, not knowing when to sit down.  

Co-Active Leader from Behind 
Serving and Coaching 
Co-Active Leaders Behind focus on providing whatever is needed and, through 
open hearted and enthusiastic participation, advance the action in a way that holds 
everyone together. 

CO: Foster impeccability - Find others right 

Active: Develop your ability to listen deeply - Acknowledge others authentically - 
Be a champion for other people. 

Characteristics: Responsibly empowering the “Leader from the Front” to succeed, 
supporting, offering help, engaged in looking for ways to help.  

Shadow form: Abdication of their own power & self-expression, not expressing self, 
allowing the leader to founder or fail, passive-aggressive behavior, “not my 
responsibility,” co-dependency.  



   

 
 
 
Co-Active Leader from Beside  
Partnership and synergy 
Co-Active Leaders Beside is a true partnership between two people in which both 
people are 100 percent responsible for every part of the initiative. 

CO: Design your alliances 

Active: Focus on alignment rather than agreement - Use “Yes, and…” 

Characteristics: Co-piloting, truly collaborative leadership, offering clear 
communication and accepting co-responsibility, partnership, sharing leadership. 
Note: adopting this “shared leadership” model is often seen as the panacea for 
groups and communities, trying to avoid what is seen as hierarchy or without 
having a clearly denominated leader from the front—but it isn’t a panacea.  

Shadow form: Co-dependency, co-leading in a way that is only negative or drains 
energy or “stops” action, identifying only problems in a disempowering way. 

 
Co-Active Leader from the Field  
Intuition and Innovation 
Co-Active Leader in the Field is about noticing and taking responsibility for our 
impacts in and on our world. 

CO: Trust your natural intuition and instinct - Be aware of your impact 

Active: Act without needing to collect evidence - Speak the truth. 
 
Characteristics: Accessing information from the field and bringing it back to the 
organization, providing the larger context, the big picture, “it’s worth noticing that…,” 
putting things in a broader perspective.  

Shadow form: Always bringing an overwhelming bigger context or irresolvable 
questions, it’s all too overwhelming, or irresponsible use of the information, bringing 
in too many “considerations” or different viewpoints.  

   


